**Welcome to Our Newest Member**

**Member Spotlight: BSOS**

The EEA enables organizations to adopt and use Ethereum technology in their daily business operations. We empower the Ethereum ecosystem to develop new business opportunities, drive industry adoption, and learn and collaborate with one another. Our global community of members is made up of leaders, adopters, innovators, developers, and enthusiasts who work together to advance the state of Ethereum technology.

Read about EEA members in the news:
- **Zktube**
- **NASDAQ**
- **The Coin Republic**
- **BlockApps**
- **Coindesk**

Knowledge proof and ZK-Rollup to realize low transaction fees and high throughput.

CEO and Co-founder Daniel Huang about how BSOS is contributing to the ecosystem.

Aventus Network, a layer-2 blockchain protocol that brings scalability, speed and lower fees.

Blockchain Technology to Process Fruitlab Tokens - PIPs

Transparency to Meat Supply Chain

BlockApps and Genesis – Blockchain for Beef Bring Transparency to Meat Supply Chain

Join the EEA

Contact us at membership@entethalliance.org

**Technical Working Group Updates**

The Technical Working Group is currently testing a new calendaring system that they are using to develop and maintain the latest updates on technical specifications.

**Tokenization Interest Group**

The Tokenization Interest Group has recently launched with new chairs: John Ho, Niko Casagrande and Ajit Tripathi. During their first meeting, they set the scene for an active year ahead for tokenization work in the EEA.

**DeFi Interest Group**

The DeFi Interest Group has been up to various technical groups.

Although the summer holidays offered some people a break, many of our groups are still working hard through July and August to ensure that the EEA continues to make progress towards its goals.

**Community Projects Partnership**

The Community Projects partnership is a key component of the EEA's mission to foster collaboration and innovation. The partnership aims to bring together organizations from across the Ethereum ecosystem to work on common projects that advance the technology and its applications.

**Core Specifications and Crosschain Interoperability Working Groups**

The Core Specifications and Crosschain Interoperability Working Groups have been working quietly through the month, and the NIST Authority to Operate Working Group continues to work on faster, simpler approaches to setting up and monitoring security in Ethereum networks.

**Technical Working Group Updates**

The Technical Working Group continues to work on faster, simpler approaches to setting up and monitoring security in Ethereum networks. The NIST Authority to Operate Working Group continues to work on faster, simpler approaches to setting up and monitoring security in Ethereum networks.

**Member News**

**Bovine and Beef – Blockchain for Beef Tracking**

Bovine and Beef – Blockchain for Beef Tracking aims to use blockchain technology to track the origin, quality, and authenticity of beef products from farm to fork. The initiative is led by BlockChain technologies and aims to ensure transparency and accountability in the beef supply chain.

**BSOS**

BSOS is a Layer 2 protocol which uses Zero-Knowledge proofs and rollups to provide low transaction fees and high throughput for Ethereum.

**Aventus Network**

Aventus Network is a layer-2 blockchain protocol that brings scalability, speed, and lower fees to Ethereum.

**Blockchain Technology to Process Fruitlab Tokens – PIPs**

BlockApps and Genesis – Blockchain for Beef is bringing transparency to the meat supply chain by using blockchain technology to track products from farm to fork.

**Transparency to Meat Supply Chain**

BlockApps and Genesis – Blockchain for Beef is bringing transparency to the meat supply chain by using blockchain technology to track products from farm to fork.

**Executive Director Guy Martin**

OASIS Executive Director Guy Martin spoke at a virtual EEA London Meetup, hosted by Conor Svensson of Web3 Labs, about the importance of blockchain technology and its potential to revolutionize industries.

**A Manual for Ethereum Network Operations**

A Manual for Ethereum Network Operations is now available. You will hear industry leaders discussing why Ethereum has become the go-to technology for decentralization and smart contracts, and how blockchain technology is being used to solve real-world problems.

If you were unable to attend or want to hear the presentations again, the recordings are available. You will hear industry leaders discussing why Ethereum has become the go-to technology for decentralization and smart contracts, and how blockchain technology is being used to solve real-world problems.

**Opt out**

If you prefer not to receive these emails, you can unsubscribe by clicking the link at the bottom of the email. You can also contact us at membership@entethalliance.org.

Access the Recordings